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I. Introduction 
 

11. Ende in The Southeastern Part of Indonesia and Its Specialties  

Ende is a district, locatedin the island of Flores, Southeastern part of 
Indonesia. The island is a part of Eastern Indonesia. Therefore, it can be said 
that it is different in compared to the western part of Indonesia. Though the 
island of Flores located a far away from the Java and Sumatra, but in fact, 
there are some historical notes regarding the socio and cultural relations 
between the island and Java and Sumatra. It means that in the past of its 
history, there have been many contacts amongst the people in the region. 
However, there have been still very limited historical sources regarding to 
what extend the dynamics of the people in the island in the context of national 
history of Indonesia. Therefore, the aims of this study are understand better 
the historical relation between the island in the context of Indonesian history 
in general, by looking at certain issues regarding the role of Soekarno in the 
Dutch colonial era. 

Ende is a famous historical place in terms of the awakening of the 
Indonesian nationalism. The city is rich at archeological and historical sites, 
in which not much paid attention by the Indonesian scholars. The issue that 
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will be discussed is significant, since in Ende in East Nusa Tenggara, one of 
the founding fathers of the Indonesian Republic, Soekarno had been exiled for 
many years. There were many sociological and cultural experiences that had 
been learnt by Soekarno, therefore, it is not surprising if the idea of Pancasila 
has been created based on his experiences during his exile in the Dutch 
colonial era.  

 
 
This a significant issue regarding on how we should understand the meaning of the 
keberagaman (diversity) that becomes a major discussion in the dynamics of 
political discourses in the modern Indonesian state. At least, through this study, it 
will a contribution in order to have a better understanding of the concept of unity in 
diversity,Bhineka Tunggal Ika, in this case, not only in the present time, but also 
for the future time. In addition to this, not only in terms of political aspects, but 
also it is important to elaborate more on how the idea of maintaining the 
sustainable tourist development could be applied in Ende, Nusa Tenggara Timur. It 
is expected also that through this study it will contribute also foe the improvement 
of local people in the context of sustainable tourism industry in Nusa Tenggara in 
particular, and in Indonesia in general (Wiranatha and Ardhana et al., 2014).    
 
 
1.2 References Overview 
 
There have not been many references discussing about the local people in Ende in 
Nusa Tenggara Timur (Southeastern Indonesia). One monumental work was 
written by Frank M. Lebar on, Ethnic Groups of Insular Southeast Asia. 1972, 
Volume I: Indonesia, Andaman Islands, and Madagascar. New Haven: Human 
Relations Area Filoes Press. This book analyses briefly about ethnicity and identity 
in Souteastern part of Indonesia. However, the short information, but at least this 
book is very useful in comparing some information about ethnicity and identities in 
Nusa Tenggara. 
 

Regarding the analyses on the spread of Catholics and Christianity in Nusa 
Tenggara it is significant to look at Stefan Dietrich’s work on, Kolonialismus und 
Mission auf Flores. (ca.1900—1942). Hohenschaftlam: Klaus Renner Verlag. 
1989. This book is concentrated in the Dutch colonial era in Nusa Tenggara, 
particularly about the missionaries in Flores. This book does not discuss other 
religious beliefs in the island, though in the monumental work of Prapanca title, 
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Negarakertagama (lihat: Robson, 1978, cf. Staab, 1997) mentions about the 
Majapahit vassals in Flores.  

 
Therefore, for a comparison, in order to have a better understanding on the 

spread of Islam or Islamization it is important to looak at I Ketut Ardhana, 2000, 
Nusa Tenggara nach Einrichtung der Kolonialherschaft 1915 bis 1950, Passau-
Germany: Lehrstuhl fur Sudoastaseinkunde-Universitat Passau. Nusa Tenggara 
after the Establishment of the Dutch Policy in Nusa Tenggara from 1915 to1950. 
This book has been translated into Indonesian. In addition to this, it can be said that 
this book not only discuss about Muslim in Nusa Tenggara, but also the intensity 
of the Dutch colonial influences in the region, particularly in Flores and in Nusa 
Tenggara in general. In this regards, it significant to highlight the influences of 
Soekarno guring his exile in the Dutch colonial era in Flores and later gave 
significant contribution the emergence of the nationalist independence movement 
not only in Nusa Tenggara, but also in Indonesia in general (cf. Ardhana, 2005).  

 
This research will not only focus on the historical accounts but also the 

possibilities to develop the tourist destination in Flores. For these aims, we use 
some theoretical framework from certain works, Suryawan Wiranatha, I Ketut 
Ardhana et al. (2014), title, Rencana Induk Pengembangan Kepariwisataan 
Daerah Kabupaten Ende. (Grand Design of the Tourism Project in the Ende 
District). Ende: Dinas Kebudayaan dan Kepariwisataan Kabupaten Ende Nusa 
Tenggara Timur and Pusat Kajian Bali Universitas Udayana.  
 
 
This research has been carried out in Ende City, in the Province of Nusa Tenggara 
Timur in May 2018 (for the concept of city see, Leushuis, 2014). Some of the 
leading figures have been interviewed in Ende not only in the government offices, 
but also for the local people such as historians, pastors, government officials in the 
Local Tourism Board in Ende. Not only the interviews that have been done, but 
also collecting the historical sources like historical books, journals, archival 
sources that are very useful in analyzing some issues in the context of the idea of 
awakening of the nationalist movement in Flores in particular and in Indonesia in 
general. All of the historical notes have been collected during the field research in 
Ende Nusa Tenggara Timur (Southeastern Indonesia). For this, I would like to 
thank you very much for all the people who already contributed to this research not 
only in Ende, but also at the Udayana University Bali.   
 
 
II. Ende: Indigenous People and Local Wisdom 
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Not many people well-know the historical notes on the city of Ende in 
Southeastern part of Indonesia. However, if we talk about Komodo, everybody will 
know it very well, in terms of natural richness. The location of this animal is not 
far away from Ende. However, Ende is actually not only rich at natural richness, 
but also at its cultural heritages.  
 
It is already in a long time of history of Nusa Tenggara-- where the island is a part 
of this concept—Ende became more famous for not only the local people, but also 
for foreigners. Ende in Flores was already noted as a part of the Javanese kingdom. 
(Cf. Robson,1978), however there are limited historical sources on this aspect. In 
the past of its history, the island of Flores was a part of “spice road” in which this 
spice road had been known by the Malay people who traded between one island to 
other islands in the context of Indonesian archipelago. 
 

The local people who live on the island known as the “Orang Ende” which 
refers to the indigenous people in the island. Those people have their traditions and 
cultures, which already rooted from the prehistoric to modern Indonesian history. 
They have their-own local wisdom, which are similar to other local people in the 
island of Flores, such as the Sikkanese, the people of Manggarai and the like.   

 
From the historical evidences, it is noted that after the attack of Malakka by 

the Portuguese in the 16th century (1511), the Portuguese already visited the island 
of Flores. It is noted that they established a fort in Larantuka (Veth, 1855: 171). 
They announced that Lawajong as their base camps in Central and East Flores. 
However, not only in terms of the political aspects in which it was known the 
Portuguese competed had been competed between one to other Europeans due to 
the economic and religious interests.  

 
 
The Portuguese role in the context of religious aspects had strongly influenced the 
spread of Chatolicism in Flores, particularly in Ende. Not like Java and Bali, for 
instance, Ende in Flores could strongly be influenced strongly by the Portuguese, 
since there had not been many Indian influences or other Indic or Hindu lessons in 
the region and its surrounding (as a comparison see: Heine-Geldern, 1956). This 
could be one factor, why Catholicism spread and developed strongly in the region.  
This is interesting since the people of Ende have dominantly contributed to the 
concept of multiculturalism in the context of Indonesian society. 
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II.  The Dutch and the Dynamics of the Local History 
 
Not only the Portuguese that had strongly influenced the island such as in Sikka, 
Maumere in East Flores, in terms of religious aspects, the Dutch who came later 
also contributed to the spread of Christianity in the island of Flores. It means that 
not only the Catholicism, but also the Christianity or Protestant also spread in the 
island and its surrounding regions. It does not mean that there is no other influence 
such as the Muslims had been already in the coastal areas of the Flores island such 
as in Manggarai(West Flores) and also in Ende in Central Flores as well. 
 

The people of Ende was ruled by a king or raja. It means that the influences 
are also perceived in the region. However, it did not take a place in a long time, 
since the influences of the Portuguese and the Dutch began in the region and its 
surrounding islands.  
 

The Portuguese and the Dutch were two European powers in the 16th and 17th 
century. However, it seems that the Dutch was more powerful in compared to the 
Portuguese. Therefore, the Portuguese moved slowly to eastern parts or other 
regions of Flores, namely in East Timor, now Timor Leste, where most of the 
population are Catholics. 

 
From historical notes, it is said that the local kingdoms were still had their-

own autonomy in terms of socio, cultural, economic and political aspects. The 
Dutch appreciated these socio, cultural and economic aspects, but in terms of 
political aspects, the Dutch had different perspective. The Dutch colonial policy 
was the informal and indirect rule as far as possible, and the formal and direct rule 
if necessary. It meant that the Dutch rulers did not disturb the local and regional 
trade and economic activities. It seems that the local and regional economic 
activities still developed until in the 18th century. Later, the Dutch saw different 
political developments, since there were many Muslims migrated and began to 
provoke the idea of nationalism against the Dutch. The Dutch saw this as a threat 
and also much influenced by the dynamics of the European competitions such as 
the British and other Europeans states in Southeast Asia in particular, and in Asia 
in general (see also: Villiers, 1993, and for a broad concept about Asia Tenggara, 
see also: Wolters,1982).).  
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III. Ende in the Dutch and the Indonesian Eyes: Two Controversial 
Perspectives 
 
There are two perspectives that will be discussed in this part. First the Dutch and 
the secondly the Indonesian perspective. The Dutch colonial policies considered 
the people in the island lived in a peaceful and harmonious ways. This of course a 
different political situation in compared to Java and Sumatra, in which many local 
and even broader wars already happened. For instance, the Java war in the context 
of Diponegoro rebellion against the Dutch in the 19th century (1825—1830) and 
the Aceh war that caused many victims from both sides the Acehnese and the 
Dutch soldiers that broke out at the end of the 19th century until at the beginning of 
the 20th century.  
 

The Dutch considered that in order to avoid the political competitions with 
other European nations, it was a good time to apply the Dutch colonial policy, well 
known as “rust en orde” or the “Dutch pacification”, after attacking all of the local 
rulers who did not obey the Dutch colonial rule in the Netherlands Indies. It is not 
surprising if the Dutch applied the formal and direct rule if necessary. This was one 
last option that would be given to the local rulers in order to recruit them in to the 
colonial bureaucratic system instead of traditional bureaucratic system which were 
under their colonial rulers based on the patron-client relationship.  

 
The Dutch argues that their political colonization was different in compared 

to other Western colonial policies such as the British, the Germany and the like. It 
based on their policy which was well known as the ethical policy, in which not 
only the noblemen or the princes of the rajas or kings were given some 
opportunities in entering the Dutch schools, but also for the common people. It was 
even said that the Dutch schools were established in certain villages and cities 
including in Ende itself in Nusa Tenggara Timur (Southeastern Indonesia). The 
schools were built by the missionaries and also by the zendings who strongly 
involved in the education matters in the Netherlands Indies.    

 
The Indonesians saw the Dutch policy to exile one of the founding fathers namely 
Soekarno would give a positive impacts regarding the awakening of the Indonesian 
nationalist ideology. Therefore, what kinds of his experiences during his exile in 
Ende between 1934 and 1938 affected the Indonesian nationalist movement not 
only in Ende in particular, but also for other Indonesian regions in general. It can 
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be said that the Dutch tried to educate the indigenous or local people in order to be 
able to involve them in the colonial bureaucratic system in the Netherlands Indies. 
 
 
 
 
III. Soekarno in Exile, Collective Memories and Tourism 
 
The ethical policy that had been conducted by the Dutch in the Netherlands Indies 
caused some positive and negative impacts for the Indonesians. On the one hand, 
the Dutch could see their policies was different in compared to other Europeans 
nations in Southeast Asia in general and in Indonesia in particular. On the other 
hand, it seems that since Soekarno was exiled in the not Muslim community like in 
Ende or Flores in general that most of the local people were non-Muslim. It means 
that Soekarno would have another perspective in considering the life of the 
Indonesians. He saw in his surrounding regions there were many pastors or 
Catholic leaders (Mohamad, 2013: 147) and also for the common or local people. 
He got advices from those people to imagine what kinds of Indonesian state that 
would be established, since not all Indonesians were Muslims. This became a 
lesson learnt for him in considering the form of the Indonesian state that he would 
to establish. Hilmar Farid notes (2013: 103) as follows: 
 

“Pengasingan politik pada awalnya adalah sebuah langkah efektif untuk 
meredam perlawanan dengan memisahkan para pemimpin dari pendukung 
dan rakyat pada umumnya. Namun dalam perkembangan kemudian para 
pemimpin yang dibuang mampu mengembangkan berbagai strategi baru 
yang justru menjadikan pengasingan sebagai kekuatan. Negara kolonial 
agaknya kurang atau bahkan tidak menyadari bahwa masa pengasingan itu 
justru menjadi semacam ‘medali kepahlawanan’ yang mempererat 
persatuan, baik di kalangan kaum pergerakan maupun dengan masa rakyat 
tertindas”. 

  
 Since his experiences during his exile in Ende was strongly influenced not 
only by the Muslim, but also by other religious leaders it could be one 
consideration for him to establish the Indonesian state based on what well known 
as Pancasila. Pancasila means the five principles of the Indonesian state, that has 
been introduced in the context of the Indonesian Independence in August 17, 1945. 
The Pancasila consists of five basic principles such as the believe in God, 
humanity, Indonesian integration, democracy and social justice.  
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 What Soekarno imagines about the Pancasila was actually based on his 
experiences during his exile in Ende in the 1930s. The Dutch exiled Soekarno in 
Ende, but there have not been notes on how the Dutch exile him in Ende. Ende 
itself was a silent place and not like a concept of modern city (Sjoberg, 1965, lihat 
juga Leushuis, 2014, dan Giffinger, 2007). Whatever the reasons, that the Dutch 
need exile him far away from the central political activities in Java. Whatever the 
cases, the Dutch needed to bring him far away from Islamic “extrimists” in Java 
and Sumatra. It means that the Dutch was very worried that Soekarno would 
influence by the nationalist movement in Java and Sumatra. Dhakidae (2013: 113) 
argues as follows: 
 

“Bagi Endedan Flores, kehadiran Soekarno seperti meteor yang dalam 
tempo singkat bersinar, dan menjadikan Ende tempat yang perlu diawasi 
dalam masa kolonial, dan dikenang dalam sejarah Indonesia merdeka. 
Soekarno melambungkan nama Flores dalam arena politik kolonial, dan 
kelak bangsa Indonesia merdeka sebagai tempat pembuangan para aktivis 
dan kaum nasionalis”.    

 
During his exile in Ende, Soekarno would have positive perspective in 

considering the form of the Indonesian state. During his exile in Ende, he saw 
many local people who had different ethnic and religion but they could live side by 
side in a peaceful and harmonious ways. In addition to this, not only the Islamic 
leaders but also the Catholic and Protestant figures influenced dominantly the 
ideology of Soekarno on a modern Indonesian state. There were also many pastors 
or Catholic leaders and also for the common or local people contributed to 
Soekarno to convince Soekarno about the heterogenity of the Indonesians, 
including his mother was also a Balinese from Singaraja Bali. Soekarno got many 
advices from those people to imagine what kinds of Indonesian state that would be 
established, since not all Indonesians were Muslims. This became a lesson learnt 
for him in consider the form of the Indonesian state that he would to establish. 
However, the exile of Soekarno in Ende, would give a great contribution and affect 
the idea of modern Indonesian state which is a multicultural society, as he already 
experiences during his exile in Ende in Flores.  
 
 
It can be understood to what extend that Ende is a multicultural society in the 
modern Indonesia, in which not only the Muslim, but also the Christians and 
Catholics play a major role in the context of multicultural society.From this 
picture, it can be seen that the Dutch wished that Soekarno could live in not 
dominat communities, but also in the Protestant and Catholics athmospheres. From 
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this picture, it can be seen to what extend the local influences to the personality of 
Soekarno in creating a modern Indonesian state. He had many useful experiences 
in the context of the creation of Indonesian modern state (cf. Bracken, 2015) such 
as the Pancasila in which based on the local wisdom from the Ende society in 
particular and Indonesian society in general (Ardhana dan Maunati, 2015).  
 
  
 
IV. Conclusion 
 
There have not been many studies on ethnicity and identity in the context of te 
Indonesian nationalist movement in Ende in particular or in Nusa Tenggara in 
general.  However, the regions in fact are rich at local wisdoms, historical tradition 
and cultural heritage that can be learnt in understanding the dynamics of the 
modern Indonesian state at present time.  
 
This study has focused on the role of the Dutch colonial policy,on how they exiled 
one of the founding fathers, namely Soekarno in Ende Flores Nusa Tenggara 
Timur. In Ende, for instance, Soekarno learnt much on how the modern Indonesian 
state could be established. From this study, it can be concluded that through his 
experiences in Ende, Soekarno had outstanding perspective in awakening and 
creating the modern Indonesian state, in which not only the Muslim, but also the 
Christians and Catholics have played a major role in the context of multicultural 
society in modern Indonesia.   
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